Faded love.
THE PK POETS
Together we dreamed such dreamy dreams'
Held in my mind as fire,
Ignited by your words,
Smouldering like an awakened volcano.
Our kisses tasted of wine and honey,
We were intoxicated by a single sip
As we dreamed our dreams.
Listen to the rhythm of the wind
Can you hear the sound of
our palpitating heartbeats?
They danced to the tune of our love.
Look at the sea
and the rollers crashing on the shore
like the feelings we dived for,
see as they got drowned
in your bittersweet ocean of lies.
Together we dreamed such dreamy dreams
Held in my mind as fire,
Ignited by your words,
Smouldering like an awakened volcano,
Look deep into my eyes
see the embers fade.
I've clung to your imaginary love
........ for too long
Watch me walk in the wind without wings
Watch me go....
and never come back.
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The Broken Canoe
The flip flap of my grey coat
that Mandy sewed for me years ago
escorts me to the region of the summer stars

meeting new friends
bubbling smiles on faces

juddering train

bottles of wine and beers
clatter in the air

crickety clangs
crickety clangs

O'ers the thuds and thumps Of broken canoes

Mandy chair was lonely

fluctuating between the tides

no glass cup there to make cheers

no footprints were left
for me to find by the riverside.
I walk in the wind
In coat of thousand colors
canoeing through life
we had some good times
Didn't we?
we shot our shots
before dusk
O'ers the thuds and thumps
of broken canoes
fluctuating between the tides
the scornful laughter
and the tickles
babble now on
the shallow river of
memories.
Walking in the wind in
a coat of blue color

bounces my quivering heart
as the clouds crawl from teal
O'ers the thuds and thumps
to black - blue and the sky
of broken canoes
changes to a crimson vignette.
fluctuating between the tides.
Teddy toy quibbles and goofs
at my thoughts as I twiddle
with freezing knuckles

The Yellow Yacht
The wind whirls and rumbles
the flaps of my short red gown
and the roar of the tides
deafen me.
I feel cocooned
as we sail our yellow yacht
the wind pushes the ocean
into waves
making the boat
yaw and wallow wildly
in the moonlight.
Yet with you beside me
I know that our yacht
will make it safely
to harbour.

whilst the juddering train
chucks out
my vagabond mind.

